LINE ARRAY

C LINE

unpowered

With the T LINE, KS AUDIO established its name as a manufacturer of excellent LINE-ARRAY systems for the professional
audio market. With the C LINE from KS AUDIO introduces a new Line-Array system with superior audio performance and
extreme ease of handling. The C LINE array makes it possible for every professional user to create - in no time - a perfect
radiating and performing line-array set-up.
The cabinets comprise two 8’’ direct radiating carbon-fibre cone transducers and a 1’’ neodymium compression driver with
a mylar diaphragm. The 1’’driver is mounted on a wave-guide that is also used in the KSdigital LINE MASTER studio monitor, which is well known for its superb audio performance.
The behaviour of single cabinets, and the behaviour of complete arrays (stacked cabinets) was thoroughly researched when
KS AUDIO developed the T LINE. KS developed as well a uniquely dedicated FIRTEC® DSP controller also used in the C
LINE .
As the main speaker system for theatres and live touring, as a speech/music system in churches and arenas, and as a delay
System for mega events, the C LINE impresses at all levels by its exact dispersion, accurate audio performance and very
compact size and low weight.
By using the low extenders T SUB, C WL or C SUB you can create in combination with the C LINE a three-way active system
with a frequency response down to 35Hz. The speaker cabinet construction is, like all KS AUDIO systems, built from birch
plywood with an extremely robust charcoal colored Polyurethane coating.
The C LINE is powered by KS AUDIO 4-channel amplifiers: CA 4D or TA 4D in bi-amp mode with the FIRMOD2® controller
which contains the DSP system.

Technical Specifications

frequency response
output SPL (pink noise at 6dB crest factor)
dispersion angle (horizontal x vertical in degrees)
recommended amplifier / system controller type
transducers
power rms / peak in Watts (AES standard)
amplification / x-over
input / output connectors
cabinet
grill
finish
dimensions (height x width x depth)
weight (without options)
features
options

C LINE unpowered

60 - 20,000Hz +/-3dB
125dB / 131dB peak (single speaker)
120 x 7.5
KS CA 4D, TA 4D / FIRMOD2®
2 x 8” ND cone + 1” ND compression driver
400 + 100 / 800 + 200
2-way bi-amped/ 1,000Hz
Speakon NL4
birch plywood
perforated RVS
charcoal polyurethane
27 x 58 x 40 cm 10.6” x 22.7” x 15.7”
15 kg 33 lbs
integrated C-RIG flyware
C-RIG cradle, flightcase for 4 pieces, outside foam,
black HD cover, finish available available in 200 RAL
colors

